Meet Our Plenary Lecturers and Highlight Sessions

ACRiP 2022 is honored to have speakers from around the world presenting their insights into the depth and substance to the fields of Pediatric Infectious Diseases.

**Plenary Lectures**

**Advances in Prevention for Reemergent Syphilis Virus**

**Inflammatory Infections: Lessons Learned and Questions Remaining**

**Tuberculosis in Children**

**Emergence of Invasive Group A Streptococcal Disease: A Tale of Two Trojans**

**Pros and Cons in COVID-19! Should we vaccinate children?**

**The 25th ACRP Anniversary Symposium**

**Public Health Responses to Emerging Infection**

visible to the viewers of the document.

**Lyceum Symposium 1**

**The INTENSITY to PREPARE for the PANDEMIC**

**Lyceum Symposium 2**

**New MAV/06 Varicella Vaccine (BAYCERA®): Effectiveness of the Varicella Vaccine in Korea**

**Watch ACRP 2022 Promotional Video**

**SIGN UP FOR ACRP 2022 UPDATES**

**AIRC 2022 Benefactor**

**BOVING**

**Hospira**

**Sponsors**

**Platinum**

**Gold**

**Silver**

**Bronze**

**Emergency**

**Virtual**

**For more information about ACRP 2022, visit www.acrp2022.com**